Guide to Gateway
Barbering, Beauty
and Hairdressing

About HITO
HITO specialises in apprenticeships in
hairdressing, barbering and beauty therapy.
This means we support business owners,
trainers, and apprentices in these industries
throughout their apprenticeship journey. An
apprenticeship is the smart way to gain a
New Zealand qualification.

About Gateway
HITO’s Gateway programme is a great
way for secondary school students to
experience first-hand what it’s like to work
in the hairdressing, barbering or beauty
therapy industries.
HITO offers three work-based programmes
and four theory-only programmes.

Contact us
Contact HITO for more information.n.
(04) 499 1180
gateway@hito.org.nz

HITO Gateway Programme
HITO's Gateway programme gives secondary school students the opportunity to experience
what it's like to work in the hairdressing, barbering or beauty therapy industries.
Students get to experience life in the workplace, and are given the opportunity to make an
informed decision about their career.
They can also achieve NCEA credits at Level 2 and 3.
HITO offers 3 work-based Gateway programmes:
• Hairdressing (22 credits)
• Beauty Therapy (20 credits)
• Barbering (20 credits)

HITO offers 4 theory only Gateway programmes:
• Hairdressing Level 2 (20 credits)
• Hair and Beauty Level 2 and 3 (20 credits)
• Hairdressing Level 2 (7 credits)
• Beauty Therapy Level 3 (10 credits)

The work-based programme involves spending one day per week in a barbershop, beauty
clinic or salon environment. This time can be spread through the year or completed during
term breaks. There is a minimum requirement of 10 days in the workplace to complete
this programme.
Gateway work-based programmes require students to have a placement before they can take
part, The workplace must have someone qualified to supervise the student - it doesn't have to
the owner - it can be any qualified member of staff.
Gateway students often go on to find successful employment as an apprentice. You can find out
more on apprenticeships on page 9.
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How it works
1.

The school contacts HITO.

2.

HITO sends a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and enrolment forms to the school.
The school signs the forms and returns it to HITO.

3.

For work-based programmes, the school finds a placement. HITO Sales and Training
Advisors may be able to assist if they know of an employer seeking a Gateway student.

4.

HITO sends training materials to the school.

5.

The student works through the units contained in the workbooks. For the work-based
programmes, there are a mixture of theory and practical components to complete.

6.

When a student completes a unit, the Gateway coordinator sends a copy to HITO for
marking.

7.

A HITO Industry Marker will mark the units.

8.

HITO will register the units with NZQA.

9.

HITO sends the school a “Confirmation of Achievement”.

10. All units are achieved.
11.
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The student is awarded a certificate of achievement by HITO.

Hairdressing work-based Programme
Hairdressing Gateway students learn a variety of practical skills within a salon environment.
Students spend time in a salon environment learning practical skills to support the theory
learning. This time can be spread throughout the year or completed during term breaks.
There are six units (22 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

21940

Demonstrate knowledge of workplace requirements for employment in salon

2

5

28025

Demonstrate knowledge of the client journey in a salon

2

2

21938

Converse and interact with clients and operators in a salon environment

2

3

21937

Assist an operator in a salon environment

2

4

21935

Maintain order and supplies in a hairdressing or barbering salon
environment

2

5

28026

Present a personal fashion image for work in a hairdressing salon
environment

2

3

Gateway students receive training materials with information on the practical and theory tasks
involved in gaining each unit.
After completing, students can find an apprenticeship in hairdressing.
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Beauty Therapy work-based Programme
Beauty therapy Gateway students learn a variety of basic beauty skills, including maintaining
product stock, assisting senior operators, and presenting themselves suitably in the workplace.
Students spend time in the clinic learning practical skills. This time can be spread throughout
the year or completed during term breaks.
There are six units (20 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

21940

Demonstrate knowledge of workplace requirements for employment in salon

2

5

28025

Demonstrate knowledge of the client journey in a salon

2

2

27639

Apply knowledge of basic beauty concepts to maintain personal
presentation for a commercial beauty salon

2

3

21938

Converse and interact with clients and operators in a salon environment

2

3

27637

Maintain order and supplies for a commercial beauty salon

2

4

27638

Provide client service and care and assist the operator to prepare for
service in a beauty salon environment

2

3

Gateway students receive training materials with information on the practical and theory tasks
involved in gaining each unit.
After completing, students can find an apprenticeship in beauty therapy.
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Barbering work-based Programme
Barbering Gateway students learn how to assist with a variety of basic barbering tasks and
how to be a productive barbershop employee. Students spend time in the barbershop learning
practical skills to support the theory learning. This time can be spread throughout the year or
completed during term breaks.
There are six units (20 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

21940

Demonstrate knowledge of workplace requirements for employment in salon

2

5

28025

Demonstrate knowledge of the client journey in a salon

2

2

21938

Converse and interact with clients and operators in a salon environment

2

3

21935

Maintain order and supplies in a hairdressing or barbering salon
environment

2

5

19808

Select and maintain barbering tools and equipment

3

4

21936

Protect the client for hairdressing services in a salon environment

2

1

Gateway students receive training materials with information on the practical and theory tasks
involved in gaining each unit.
After completing, students can find an apprenticeship in barbering.
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Theory Only Gateway Programmes
For theory-only Gateway programmes, no work placement is required.
These programmes give the student the opportunity to earn NCEA credits and learn about
our industries.
There are two options, a full 20 programme or a reduced credit programme for those students
requiring only 7 or 10 credits.
HITO offers 4 theory only Gateway programmes:
• Hairdressing Level 2 (20 credits)
• Hair and Beauty Level 2 and 3 (20 credits)
• Hairdressing Level 2 (7 credits)
• Beauty Therapy Level 3 (10 credits)
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Hairdressing Theory
There are four units (20 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

2891

Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion over time

2

5

2873

Demonstrate knowledge of trichology

2

8

25439

Demonstrate knowledge of sustainability concepts of a salon

2

2

21940

Demonstrate knowledge of workspace requirements for employment
in salon

2
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Hairdressing and Beauty Theory
There are five units (20 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

27644

Demonstrate knowledge of makeup and design theory

3

4

28844

Demonstrate knowledge of professional behaviours and legal
requirements for a salon

3

3

27645

Demonstrate knowledge of the structure and functions of the face,
and of facial skin types and conditions

3

6

2891

Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion over time

2

5

25439

Demonstrate knowledge of sustainability concepts of a salon

2

2
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Hairdressing Theory - Reduced Credit
There are two units (7 credits) to achieve:
Unit

Level

Credits

2891

Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion over time

2

5

25439

Demonstrate knowledge of sustainability concepts of a salon

2

2

Beauty Theory - Reduced Credit
There are two units (10 credits) to achieve:
Unit

8

Level

Credits

27644

Demonstrate knowledge of makeup and design theory

3

4

27645

Demonstrate knowledge of the structure and functions of the face,
and of facial skin types and conditions

3
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FROM HITO APPRENTICE TO
NY FASHION WEEK
Andrew wanted to do something creative with
diverse paths and hairdressing fit the bill.
“Being a hairdresser isn’t all about being
on the floor in a salon. There are so many
options.”
His parents are his biggest cheerleaders.
“They back my career one hundred percent.
They enjoy seeing their son’s work on
billboards and in magazines and seeing me
travel all over the world – it really gets them
going.”
Andrew was awarded the L’Oreal Young Talent
Award in 2016 and has since made a name
for himself as a stylist. He’s already worked on
three New Zealand, Australian and New York
Fashion Weeks.

andrew.cobeldick
Career Highlight: Winning
2018 L’Oreal NZ Hairstylist
of the Year

ANDREW COBELDICK

Successful stylist

“I started my hairdressing career as soon as I left school
and will be forever grateful for the life skills hairdressing
has given me.” – ANDREW
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Beauty Therapy
Takes approximately two years
to complete. You learn about the
anatomy and health theory and all
the beauty therapy skills to become
a qualified professional, including
consultation procedure, skincare,
waxing, nail treatments and eyebrow
tinting.
Upon completion, the apprentice
receives the New Zealand Certificate
in Beauty Therapy (Level 4).
MACHAELA ROBBINS
HITO APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR

Apprenticeships
Apprentices are employed and paid by the
business they work for. Once the business
employs the apprentice, they can sign
on with HITO to become an apprentice.
Apprentices train with a qualified trainer and
HITO supports the apprentice and the trainer
throughout the qualification.
An apprenticeship is the smart way to get
qualified. You:
• Train on the job and work with real
clients. Your trainers will be qualified
industry professionals.
• Get paid to learn.
• Start anytime throughout the year.
• Learn the right skills required by the
industry, ensuring you will be in demand.
• Gain a recognised tertiary qualification.
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Barbering
Takes approximately two years to
complete. You learn the technical
skills required to become a
qualified professional, such as client
consultation, trichology, cutting,
beard and moustache skills. You’ll
learn business and commercial skills
required to run a barbershop.
Upon completion, the apprentice
receives the New Zealand Certificate
in Commercial Barbering (Level 4).

Hairdressing
Takes approximately three and a half
years to complete. You’ll learn the
technical skills required to become a
qualified professional, such as client
consultation, cutting, colouring, fashion
and treatment skills.
Upon completion, the apprentice
receives the New Zealand Certificate
in Hairdressing (Professional Stylist)
(Level 4).

Gracie was introduced to hairdressing via
the Gateway programme and liked what she
saw. Once she started her apprenticeship, she
noticed the strong relationships the stylists
were building with clients, which she loved.
Gracie enjoys learning on the job.
“You’re getting the real thing, in the real
environment, working on real people.”
She hopes hairdressing will take her overseas
one day and is on track to achieving this goal,
having participated in the HITO show at
New Zealand Fashion Week and winning the
title of Apprentice of the Year for her region.

GRACIE NISBET

Hear from HITO
Apprentices

JORDAN CARLTON

Jordan started his hairdressing career
working part-time in a salon at 16. He knew he
wanted a career in the industry as soon as he
stepped inside the salon.
“I love so much about it. Having someone in
your chair giving you all the trust in the world
can be quite scary, but making them feel
beautiful is amazing.”
Jordan is proud of his achievements:
winning one of HITO’s Regional Apprentice
of the Year awards in 2017, qualifying as a
professional stylist, becoming manager for
his current salon and recently taking on
general management duties. His plans include
working on international fashion shows,
styling hair for movies and one day owning a
salon.
Jordan’s top tip for success: “Grasp every
opportunity you get given, because you’re
always going to learn something.”
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“I love that there’s always something new to learn.
You’re always growing as a stylist and a person.” – GRACIE

Tui embarked on a barbering apprenticeship
after successfully completing HITO’s Gateway
programme and discovering his passion for
the craft was something he could make a
career out of. Compared to those around him
who have studied at tertiary providers and
left still not knowing what they want to do,
Tui believes in the work experience model.
“Gateway gives you a headstart.”
He says every day is different as a barbering
apprentice, and he loves earning an income
while he gets qualified.
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TUI MORELI

Coupled with his hard work, the dynamic
industry has provided Tui with many exciting
opportunities. He has entered barbering
competitions, winning the 2018 Creative
trainee award at BarberCraft. He has been
a guest speaker at a seminar for school
students and appeared in promotional videos
and brochures. He was selected to cut Porirua
Mayor Mike Tana’s hair as part of the publicity
for the Miromoda Runway Show, a showcase
of Māori fashion designers.

What makes a successful
Gateway student?
� Creative

�

Hands-on

� Friendly

�

Reliable

� Able to work in a

�

Eager to learn

� Interest in
trends/fashion

� Hard working

fast-paced environment

For more details on apprenticeships and fees please contact HITO
on 04 499 1180 or email gateway@hito.org.nz or visit our website:
www.hito.org.nz

Want to
know more
about Gateway?
Contact HITO on (04) 499 1180
or email gateway@hito.org.nz
for more information.

www.hito.org.nz

